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Feel, the Taste, the Scent of Capri… and Beyond

Tours and Destinations

Capri Boat Tour
Tour the island by ‘gozzo’, the local traditional boat,
and enjoy the beauty of Capri’s nature!
The tour starts in Marina Grande, Capri’s port, and
takes you through the discovery of the marvellous
Blue Grotto and many other fantastic caves, the
imposing
Faraglioni
and
majestic
cliffs.

Duration: 2 – 4 hrs.
Cost: € 250 for 2 hrs. (up to 4 persons)
€450 for 4 hrs. (up to 4 persons)
Cost includes
• Boat rental
•Dedicated driver
•Soft drinks
•Towels
Cost does not include lunch and the Blue Grotto
ticket
Prices are for 8 mt. boats.
For larger boats please contact our Concierge
Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made up to 24 hrs. before
the event, no charges apply.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before
the event, 50% charge of the total applies.

Fast boat tours
Sail around Capri and then discover the magic
beauty of the Amalfi Coast on one of our fast boats.
Capri-Nerano-Positano (island tour included)
Boat: Itama 38
Duration: 4 hrs (10am-14 pm or 14pm-18pm)
Cost: € 900
Capri-Nerano-Positano (island tour included)
Boat: Itama 38
Duration: 8 hrs (10am-18pm)
Cost: € 1,500
Capri-Nerano-Positano-Amalfi (island tour included)
Boat: Baia 50
Duration: 4 hrs (10am-14pm or 14pm-18 pm
Cost: € 1,050
Capri-Nerano-Positano-Amalfi (island tour included)
Boat: Imago
Duration: 4 hrs (10am-14pm or 14pm-18 pm)
Cost: € 700
Cost includes:
•Soft drnks and dry snaks
•Towels
•Cable car ticket to and from the port
(Taxes are included)
Cost does not include fuel and lunch
Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made up to 24 hrs. before the
event, no charges apply.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the
event, 50% charge of the total applies.

Capri and Anacapri Tour

Stroll through Capri and Anacapri’s
alleys and streets with a dedicated tour-

guide.
Discover local Mediterranean
architecture and let wonderful
panoramas astonish you.
Enjoy the delicate flavour of local food.

Duration: 4 hrs.
Cost: € 200 euro (up to 4 pax)
Duration: 6/8 hrs.
Cost: € 280 euro (up to 4 pax)

Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made 5 workdays before the event,
no charges apply.
•Cancellations made from 4 days up to 24 hrs. before
the event,a charge of 30% of the total applies.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the event,
a charge of 100% of the total applies.

Legendary and Historical Villas

Any prominent personality that has lived in Capri
since Emperor Tiberius, left a tangible trace of
his/her presence.
Majestic Villa Jovis and solitary Villa Malaparte
are just two examples.
Many other can be discovered and appreciated
for their architectural features and elegant
relationship with the context.

Duration: 4 hrs.
Cost: € 200 (up to 4 pax)
Duration: 8 hrs.
Cost: € 280 (up to 4 pax)

Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made 5 workdays before the event no
charges apply.
•Cancellations made from 4 days up to 24 hrs. before
the event,a charge of 30% of the total applies.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the event, a
charge of 100% of the total applies.

Walk, Eat, Shop
Walk the path that French and English
soldiers walked at the time they fought
each other in the 18th century. Discover the
forts they built along the coast from the Blue
Grotto to Punta Carena.

Relax and enjoy the spectacle of nature
and light that one of the most beautiful
bays of the Island offers, while having a
local, delicious light lunch.
Shop in the cozy artisanal shops that
characterise Anacapri town’s alleys.

Itinerary
09:30: meet at the hotel’s entrance
10:00: Get to the Blue Grotto, where the tour
starts
13:30: Light Lunch at ‘Faro di Punta Carena’ (a
salad, or panini, or traditional caponata, wine
included)
15:30: Shopping in Anacapri
17:30: End of the tour
Cost: € 200 per pax (min. 2 pax)
Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made 5 workdays before the
event no charges apply.
•Cancellations made from 4 days up to 24 hrs.
before the event,a charge of 30% of the total
applies.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the
event, a charge of 100% of the total applies.

Natural trekking in Costiera

Enjoy the stunning beauty of the Amalfi
Coast. Get yourself lost in breathtaking
scenarios!

The tour includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated guide from the start of the tour in
Capri to the end
A car at your disposal for the whole day
Cable railway ticket or taxi
Ferry round trip ticket
Duration: 8 hrs
Cost: € 350 x pax (min. 2 pax - lunch not
included)

Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made 5 workdays before the
event no charges apply.
•Cancellations made from 4 days up to 24 hrs.
before the event, a charge of 30% of the total
applies.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the
event, a charge of 100% of the total applies.

Positano & Amalfi Tour
and
Wine Tasting in Marisa Cuomo’s
Wine Cellar
Visit wonderful Positano and Amalfi and
taste the wine made by one of the most
prestigious producers in Italy

The tour Includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated guide from the tour start in Capri
Cable car ticket or taxi
Ferry round trip ticket
Private car
Lunch and wine tasting
Duration: 8 hrs.
Cost: € 400 per person (min. 2 pax)

Cancellation policy:
Cancellations made by email
(concierge@tiberiopalace.com) within the 48 hrs. before
the event, full charges apply.
Cancellations made up to 48 hrs. before the event, no
charges apply.
For the wine cellar tour and wine tasting only, please
contact the Concierge.

Naples’ Ancient City
From the Greek Polis
to
the Contemporary Age

A journey through the history of
one of the most fascinating
and mysterious cities in Europe

Tour includes:
•Dedicated guide from the tour start in Capri
•Public transport ticket or taxi from the hotel to
the port
• Ferry round trip ticket
•Duration: 8hrs
•Cost: € 400 per pax (min. 2 pax)

Cancellation policy

•Cancellations made 5 workdays before the
event no charges apply.
•Cancellations made from 4 days up to 24 hrs.
before the event, a charge of 30% of the total
applies.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the
event, a charge of 100% of the total applies.

Pompeii and Herculaneum Tours

Go thousands years back in time and
discover what Pompeii and
Herculaneum looked like seconds before
Mount Vesuvius erupted.

Tour includes:
•Dedicated guide from the tour start in Capri
•Public transport ticket or taxi from the hotel to the
port
• Ferry round trip tickets
• Private car from Naples port to Pompeii or
Herculaneum
•Duration: 8hrs
•Cost: € 400 per person (min. 2 persons)

Cancellation policy
•5 Workdays before the event no charges apply.
•From 4 days up to 24 hrs. before the event, a
charge of 30% of the total applies.
•Cancellations within 24 hrs. before the event, a
charge of 100% of the total applies.

Fast Boat Transfers
Capri- Napoli – 50 min.
Boat: Itama 38
Cost: € 1,250
Capri –Positano – 30 min.
Boat: Itama 38
Cost: € 1.050
Capri-Amalfi – 40 min
Boat: Itama 38
Cost: € 1,200
Capri-Ischia – 50 min.
Boat: Itama 38
Cost: € 1,250
Cost includes
•Transfer for a max. of 4 pax
•Fuel
•Water and soft drinks
•Luggage transportation to the boat
•Taxi to or from the port
Taxes are also included
Cost does not include transportation to final destination
Cancellation policy
•Cancellations made up to 24 hrs. before the
event, no charges apply.
•Cancellations made within 24 hrs. before the
event, 50% charge of the total applies.

Helicopter Tours
Fly over such a marvelous piece of land
and sea, and enjoy the beauty of Naples,
Pompeii, Herculaneum, Positano, Amalfi
and Sorrento from above
Coasts
Capri, Positano, Amalfi, Sorrento
50 min.
Cost: € 3,000
Ruins Tour
Capri, Sorrento, Pompeii, Vesuvius, Herculaneum
60 min.
Cost: € 3,250
Naples and the Islands
Capri, Ischia, Procida, Naples
60 min.
Cost: € 3.250
Temple Tour
Capri, Positano, Amalfi, Salerno, Paestum
80 min.
Cost: € 3,600
Pompeii Experience
Helitour over Pompeii and the surroundings – 60 min.
Transfer from Pompeii heliport to Pompeii ruins with a
private car – 4 hrs.
Return to Capri
Cost: € 4,200
Prices are for tours of a maximum of 4 pax.
VAT is included

Tennis

Want to keep fit and have fun playing
tennis? Tennis courts and a dedicated
coach are there for you

Cost
Tennis court per hr. – € 35
Class with personal coach per hr. – € 45
Cost includes rackets and balls

Service can be booked upon availability only

La Dolce Vita by Scooter

Want to feel like Haudrey Hepburn and
Gregory Peck riding a scooter in sunny
Southern Italy?
Rent a scooter, tour the island and feel the
warm breeze of Capri caressing your skin
Cost:
2 hrs. – € 60
3 hrs. – € 80
Full day – € 100
24 hrs. – € 130

Cost includes helmets, fuel, insurance, as well as the
parking in Anacapri.
VAT is included

